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Abstract: The paper presents a novel energy management strategy (EMS) which outperforms the published strategies 
developed for an international technology challenge, IEEE Vehicular Technology Society (VTS) Motor Vehicles Challenge 2017. 
The objective of the strategy is to minimise the cost of ownership of a low-power (15 kW) fuel cell-battery electric vehicle. 
Both the fuel consumption cost and power sources degradation costs are combined to represent the total cost of ownership. 
The simple adaptive rule-based strategy optimises the fuel cell (FC) operation during low-traction power operation and 
switches to battery charge-sustaining operation for high traction power operation. This minimises fuel consumption and 
increases the lifetime of the fuel cell and the battery. The strategy is then compared with the EMS of the 2015 Toyota Mirai, 
and the challenge vehicle model is modified to capture the learnings from the Mirai. Finally, a cost-benefit analysis for a plug-
in fuel cell vehicle (PFCV) is considered in order to improve FC lifetimes and reduce costs for short drive cycles.    
 

1. Introduction   
The objective of this paper is to develop an optimised rules-based EMS for the FCV model shown in Fig. 1 which was 

provided in the IEEE VTS Motor Vehicles Challenge 2017 [1], while also modifying the model based on the 2015 Toyota Mirai 
FCV, and considering a plug-in FCV option. This was the first VTS challenge to develop an EMS for a FCV within a limited 
development time and 48 participants from 14 countries each developed an EMS. The second VTS challenge (2018) required 
the development of an EMS for a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV), while the 2019 challenge involves an EMS for a 
locomotive application. 

Fuel cell vehicles (FCV) are hybrid-electric vehicles (HEV) with a FC as the primary power source for the traction drive 
[2,3]. The FC is a low-voltage source and requires a boost converter at the FC output to increase the dc link voltage at the input 
to the traction drive, thereby reducing the inverter and motor losses in the traction drive system [4]. The FC is a unidirectional 
power source, and so requires secondary power sources, such as batteries and supercapacitors, to absorb regenerative braking 
energy [5].  The dynamic response of a FC has, until recently, been regarded as slow which has resulted in these secondary power 
sources providing power to the traction motor during vehicle acceleration to improve the performance of the vehicle [6-8].  

An EMS controls the power sharing between the primary and secondary power sources in the FCV. The complexity of 
the EMS and the controllability of each power source depends on the configuration of the power sources in the FCV. The simplest 
configuration, shown in Fig. 1, uses a battery or supercapacitor directly connected to the boost converter output.  In this 
configuration, battery power equates to the difference between the traction power and the FC output power. The EMS can directly 
control the FC power output while also indirectly controlling the battery power during steady-state operation.  If the dynamic 
power response of the FC is limited, the EMS typically provides the average traction power requirement while minimising 
hydrogen (H2) fuel consumption by optimising the operating point of the FC [9]. Note that a bidirectional dc-dc typically 
interfaces the battery to the dc link in high-power vehicles such as the Toyota Mirai [10].  

The price premium associated with new zero-carbon emission vehicles such as an FCV, can be a barrier to their adoption 
by consumers. Research studies show that if a total cost of ownership (COO) approach is applied to these vehicles, then the 
lower fuel costs [11,12] or the higher resale values [13] can offset the purchase price premium during the initial years of 
ownership (typically a three-year period). Life-cycle-cost analysis studies [14] are conducted over a longer time period and in 
these studies, the degradation of a major power source such as the battery or the FC, can result in high replacement costs. These 
replacement costs can negate the lower fuel costs in the initial years of operation. Development of an EMS in a HEV design, 
using an internal combustion engine (ICE) as the primary power source, tends to focus on minimizing fuel consumption but the 
significance of power-source replacement costs to the real operating costs of these vehicles is rarely mentioned. Given that a FC 
vehicle has two power sources with degradation rates higher than the ICE of a conventional vehicle, minimising the degradation 
rates must be a critical operating strategy for this vehicle.  This leads to the concept of developing an EMS based on minimising 
COO costs rather than just minimising fuel consumption.    
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Fig. 1. FCV model configuration for the VTS challenge 

The 2017 challenge scoring was based on the total COO, which comprise the combined costs associated with H2 fuel 
consumption, FC degradation, battery degradation as well as a battery recharge cost to restore the battery to 100% state of charge 
(SOC) at the end of each drive cycle. The EMS can only control the FC output current, IFC, within a range of 0 to 400A, and the 
regenerative-braking distribution factor, kD, within a specified range of 0 to 0.5. All the costs in this paper are reported in US 
dollars ($) as this was the currency required in the challenge. 

This paper presents an optimised rules-based EMS for the challenge model which outperforms the published strategies 
for this challenge. The authors provide an overview of EMS development techniques and power source degradation mechanisms. 
The EMS of the Toyota Mirai is explored based on the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) test report [8].  The challenge 
vehicle model is modified to match the Mirai FC performance. Finally, a PFCV is considered as a viable option to reduce drive 
cycle costs and increase the FC lifetime.  

The paper is organised as follows; EMS development techniques, FC degradation and battery degradation are reviewed 
in Section 2. Section 3 details the FCV model provided in the challenge. Section 4 describes the experimental tests and offline-
optimisations to develop our EMS. Section 5 presents the Simulink model of the new simple adaptive rule-based EMS. Section 
6 examines the 2015 Toyota Mirai and the modifications to the challenge FCV model. Section 7 is a cost-analysis of a PFCV 
configuration to reduce the total ownership costs for short drive cycles. Section 8 provides some concluding remarks. 

2. EMS and Power Source Degradation 

This section reviews the literature on EMS development in HEV designs and on operating conditions that impact 
degradation in both FC and batteries. A brief review of other studies on EMS for FCV is also included. 

  
2.1. EMS Development Techniques 

The objective of an EMS is to specify the operating levels for each of the power sources in a HEV or FCV to minimise a 
particular quantity, e.g. the fuel consumption of the vehicle over a given drive cycle. The system optimisation problem is usually 
specified with numerous system constraints such as the dynamic operational limits of individual system components. The 
techniques used to solve this problem may be classified as model-based optimisation or rule-based optimisation.  

Model-based optimisation tends to be computationally complex and requires long computational times. Model-based 
techniques are difficult to implement for real-time control of power sources as they also require prior knowledge of the complete 
drive cycle to determine an optimum global solution. The most frequently referenced model-based optimisation techniques are 
Dynamic Programming (DP), Pontryagins Minimum Principle (PMP), and Equivalent Consumption Minimisation Strategies 
(ECMS) [15-17]. 

 DP yields an optimised global-solution for a cost function provided the time horizon of the problem is fixed, and provided 
that simple mathematical models of the system can be formulated [18]. The optimised solution is found by defining possible 
system states for each time-period interval within local and global system constraints. Starting at the final system state, the costs 
associated with transitioning between all possible states in a time interval to all possible states in the previous time interval are 
calculated. This reverse-time calculation method is repeated until the costs of transiting from all the previous possible states to 
the current state are calculated. By determining the sum of all possible path costs from the starting interval state to the final 
interval state, it is then possible to determine the operating state at each interval, which results in the minimum overall path costs. 
As the DP technique has prior knowledge of the complete drive cycle, it can provide a global optimised solution. This solution 
may be used to benchmark less computationally-intensive, real-time control strategies over the same drive cycle. PMP is a 
numerical solution method that also determines an optimal global solution using an iterative technique, called the shooting 
method. PMP is described in Chapter 5 of [18].  

ECMS is a computationally less intensive technique which determines local, rather than global, optimisation solutions. 
When the objective of the EMS is to minimise fuel consumption, the ECMS process assigns a fuel consumption value to the 
power associated with each source in the HEV.  For a primary source, the efficiency map of the power converter (ICE or FC) 
will determine the fuel consumption. For a secondary source, such as the battery, the electrical power must be converted to 
equivalent fuel-flow rates using equivalence factors. The main challenge with ECMS is the selection of these equivalence factors 
as they will vary with power-flow direction (charge or discharge), with the efficiencies of components in the power path, and 
with the source of the charge power (primary source or regenerative braking). Ideally, they can only be optimised if the future 
driving conditions are known; for example, if in some future part of the drive cycle, significant regenerative braking energy is 
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available, then using electrical energy now will have little impact on fuel consumption because this electrical energy will not be 
replenished by the primary source fuel.  

Simpler EMS techniques involve the development of rules to govern the source power levels. These rules can be based 
on: (i) heuristics or engineering experience, (ii) offline-optimisation of individual components (local minima) to determine 
maximum component efficiency conditions, and (iii) optimisation of the complete vehicle system in a defined state, e.g. braking, 
battery-charging, high-acceleration, urban-driving or highway-driving. The success of a rule-based EMS depends on many 
factors including the level of engineering expertise available, the accuracy of the component models, the ability of the EMS to 
quickly identify the operating state based on the available feedback signals, and the ability to convert expertise into rules using 
techniques such as fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) [19].  

 
2.2. Review of EMS Development for FCV 

EMS development for FC vehicles is a recent field of study and existing literature is limited in scope. The literature 
focuses on FCV EMS development which minimises fuel consumption and maximises the range. In this paper, minimising the 
COO is the objective of the EMS and this requires a study of the literature for the causes of degradation in both power sources.  

Optimisation using model-based techniques for real-time applications has led some researchers to overcome the 
requirement for prior knowledge, by initially optimising using multiple sets of the legislative drive cycles. The resulting 
optimised strategies are then correlated to specific driving characteristics, e.g. urban driving (low speed with frequent stop-starts), 
highway driving (constant high-speed), or aggressive driving (high speed with rapid acceleration and deceleration). Real-time 
control can then be achieved as the EMS selects an optimised control set based on the current driving characteristics. The control-
set selection can be achieved using lookup tables, fuzzy logic or simple rule-based controllers. This technique was applied in 
EMS development for the Chevy Volt PHEV [20] and achieved the minimum fuel consumption in the 2018 VTS challenge. 
Optimised control sets for a FCV, developed using DP, are presented in [21]. 

Other studies that implement model-based optimisation techniques include [22], where PMP is applied to a series-HEV 
to minimise fuel consumption, and the computational time is reduced by utilising probability distributions for future traction 
demands. In [23], minimisation of the fuel consumption and battery degradation are the dual objectives which are resolved using 
PMP for a parallel-HEV. The PMP is implemented online using an ECMS and the results indicate that to maximise the battery 
lifetime, the SOC range must be limited. As shown in [24], prioritising the battery-lifetime leads to a load-following strategy for 
the FC.   

Rule-based strategies are more widely implemented than model-based strategies in the literature. A review of the ten best 
scoring EMS in the 2017 VTS challenge, shows that most utilise rule-based strategies [25] and achieved optimised results similar 
to the benchmark DP model-based strategy developed by the challenge organisers. Using DP, the optimal COO result for the 
32.6 km challenge drive cycle is $1.612. The winner of the challenge [26] achieves a trip cost of $1.624 using a rule-based 
battery charge-sustaining (CS) strategy implemented using a simple proportional-integral (PI) loop controller. The challenge 
runner-up also implemented a rule-based CS strategy with the FC current specified using one of seven FC operating states [21]. 
These operating states are defined by the SOC and the traction power. The third-place finisher uses a look-up table (LUT), which 
is indexed by the traction power and the actual SOC [27]. The LUT values are established by offline optimisation of the total 
cost equations specified in [1] and assume steady-state operation, with the FC polarisation curve approximated as a linear 
function of FC current. This cost optimisation identifies elliptical power-sharing relationships between the two power sources, 
dependent on traction power and SOC. While this real-time optimisation method specifies the FC operating output once the FC 
switches on, it does not specify the optimum FC switch-on criteria. Battery-only operation, for the initial part of the challenge 
drive cycle, results in a total cost of $1.647 for this EMS. The authors of this paper also contributed an EMS to the challenge and 
achieved a fifth-place finish, with a total trip cost of $1.656. Our EMS was also rule-based with some offline-optimisation of the 
FC (combined H2 consumption, FC degradation and dc-dc converter efficiency). As with the EMS presented in [27], our EMS 
has a FC switch-on at 70% SOC but this results in overall higher battery degradation costs, based on the model. 

Other rule-based strategies for FC vehicles include a research study by Yue et al. [28] who developed an EMS that controls 
the FC output and reduces the degradation of the battery. They employ a FLC that uses thirty-six rules to set the FC current to 
one of nine possible levels. The input parameters are traction demand, battery SOC and battery remaining useful life, which has 
been estimated using prognostics. This EMS achieves a 4.75% reduction in battery degradation but does not specify the change 
in FC fuel economy or the impact on FC degradation to achieve this reduction.  Hames et al [9] tested four fuel-saving control 
strategies in a FCV with both battery and supercapacitor (SCAP) secondary power sources. While their strategies incorporated 
both battery and SCAP min\max SOC values as constraints, the level of power source degradation is not evaluated. An ECMS 
is proposed as the optimum strategy based solely on achieving the minimum hydrogen consumption over a given drive cycle. 
Two control strategies for a FCV are presented in [29]: one to minimise fuel consumption by maximising the utilisation of the 
battery and SCAP power sources; the other for reduced battery degradation by utilising the SCAP to supply the high-current 
pulses to the traction drive and to receive high-current pulses during regenerative braking. While the latter strategy in [29] lowers 
battery degradation, the impact of each control strategy on FC degradation is not presented in their paper. In stop-go driving 
conditions, their study demonstrated that H2 consumption increases significantly (173%) when the reduced battery degradation 
strategy is employed. An adaptive FLC EMS is proposed for a low-power FCV in [30] and focuses on optimising the powertrain 
control rather than utilising a fuel minimisation strategy. This EMS adapts to three load conditions (braking, normal driving and 
max power driving) by adjusting the FC power output and the FC dynamic-response rate for load changes to maintain the battery 
SOC at a reference value.  

 
2.3. Power Source 1 - FC Degradation 
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An understanding of the root causes of FC degradation during normal vehicle operating conditions is necessary in order 
to optimise the durability of a FC.   FC operation is usually explained as a steady-state energy conversion process where hydrogen 
is provided to the anode and oxygen (O2) to the cathode. At suitable temperatures, the hydrogen splits into hydrogen ions, which 
migrate to the cathode via a membrane, and into electrons which flow in an external circuit. Waste water results when the 
hydrogen ions react with the O2 at the cathode. The output power is determined by controlling the flow rates of each gas based 
on the stoichiometric ratio for this reaction. The balance of plant (BOP) controls the steady-state gas flow requirements and the 
removal of waste water. In steady-state benign conditions, FC stack lifetimes of more than 25,000 hours are possible [31].  

Under dynamic conditions, such as found in vehicle applications, process control is considerably more complex. As the 
power demand varies, the BOP must quickly adjust the gas flow rates to match the new power demand. An additional vehicle 
FC issue is that air needs to be pumped to meet the O2 requirement at the cathode. Under high-power conditions, the BOP must 
be designed to flow a high volume of air to the cathode. A study by Pei et al. [31] summarises four vehicle operating conditions 
which may result in FC degradation, namely, load-cycling operation, stop-start operation, high-power operation and low current 
operation (idling). Accelerated lifetime testing of a FC stack from a bus [32] showed that 56% of the FC degradation was due to 
load-cycling and 33% due to stop-start operating. This study derived performance deterioration rates of 0.0000593 % per cycle 
for large-range load-cycling, 0.00196 % per cycle for stop-start cycling, 0.00126 % per hour for idling operation time and 
0.00147 % per hour for high-power operation. The reduced FC lifetime, when operating under such dynamic conditions, can be 
as low as one-tenth of the lifetime under steady-state conditions. 

Studies of FC degradation in vehicles [33-35] show that the principal FC stack degradation mechanisms are membrane 
dehydration and incorrect stoichiometric ratios due to flooding in the gas flow channels. For example, during idling operation, 
the maintaining of membrane hydration is difficult due to the low levels of waste water available, and so micro-cracks may form 
on the dehydrated membrane. During high-power operation, waste-water flooding in the air channels can cause non-uniform 
power generation and lead to excessive temperatures within the stack. The degradation found under stop-start conditions results 
from incorrect gas conditions at one, or at both electrodes. When the FC has been off for a time, air from the cathode side can 
migrate to the anode side. At start-up, the FC open-circuit voltage can only be developed when the H2 fuel has displaced any 
leaked air at the anode. In the absence of H ions, O2 in the air oxidises with the carbon structure which supports the platinum 
catalyst particles at the cathode. Carbon dioxide (CO2) or carbon monoxide (CO) is formed and the catalyst is lost as its carbon 
structure degrades. A similar condition can occur when the H2 fuel flow is shut off.  The greatest challenge for the BOP equipment 
for load-cycling conditions is maintaining the humidity at both the anode and the cathode sides of the membrane while 
simultaneously controlling the stack temperature. The high number of these cycles during vehicle operation can result in a 
significant deterioration of the stack output voltage within a relatively short period of time (1000-3000 h), despite the fact that 
degradation associated with each individual load cycle is low. FC degradation due to air pollutants and to waste-water freezing 
in cold ambient temperatures, can be minimised by good BOP design. 

 
2.4. Power Source 2 - Battery Degradation 

Modelling of battery degradation is achieved using physically-based electrochemical models which require detailed 
information about the internal chemical construction or by using semi-empirical or empirical models that establish degradation 
relationships using experimental test data. The complex electrochemical models have been shown to provide the best degradation 
estimates [36], but the simpler empirical models are easier to integrate into vehicle simulators and are used in this study. The 
two battery types used in FCV are Nickel Metal-Hydride (NiMH) and Lithium-ion (Li-ion). As Li-ion is the dominant battery 
technology in vehicles, this paper will review degradation mechanisms in this battery type, although the 2015 Toyota Mirai FCV 
features a NiMH battery. Battery degradation is associated with a loss of usable capacity (capacity fade) and with an associated 
increase in the internal series resistance which restricts the power output (power fade) of the battery.  

Battery degradation can be classified as either calendar degradation or as cycle degradation. Calendar degradation refers 
to the loss of capacity over time when the battery is neither charging nor discharging. Ambient temperature is the main impact 
factor in calendar degradation across all battery chemistries and the degradation rate is modelled using a power law relationship 
known as the Arrhenius equation. The equation states that degradation rates increase as ambient (battery) temperatures increase 
and is valid for Li-ion chemistries. It is not applied to sub-zero ambient temperatures applications as the electrochemical 
degradation mechanism for Li-ion is different at these temperatures [37]. The general form of this Arrhenius equation for battery 
degradation, is given as  
 

 
 

(1) 

 
where QLOSS-CAL is the percentage battery capacity loss, ACAL is a curve-fitting coefficient determined using test data, EA is the 
battery cell activation energy (J/mol), R is the universal gas constant, T is the ambient temperature (K), t is the test time  period 
which is usually specified in days due to the long-time constant associated with calendar degradation and x is the power law 
value which is commonly assigned a value of 0.5 [38].  In addition to temperature, the rate for calendar degradation is dependent 
on the battery SOC. For Li-ion batteries, increased calendar degradation occurs at very high (SOC>80 %) values of SOC [39].  

Cycle degradation rate is impacted by multiple operational parameters of the application. Examples of impact factors 
include depth of discharge (DOD), charge and discharge capacity (C) rate, ambient temperature and the number of load cycles. 
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Cycle degradation can be compared to mechanical fatigue modelling [40] and it is difficult to establish individual parameter 
impacts on the degradation rate as the impact parameters are interlinked.  One approach to simplify cycle degradation modelling 
[38, 41] is to combine the DOD and cycle-number parameters into a single Ampere-hour (Ah) throughput value and then to use 
regression analysis to relate the temperature and C rate to experimental test data. This yields an empirical model for percentage 
capacity loss in the form of  

 
 

(2) 

 
where a,b,c,d,e,f are the coefficients fitted to the test data.  The validity of this approach is questionable as the Ah throughput of 
a battery is not constant but is a quadratic function of DOD [42]. In [43] an effective Ah throughput is determined using severity 
maps. The severity map provides a degradation rate for each set of conditions (SOC, temperature, magnitude of current) in a 
given cycle and integrating these rates over time, provides an effective Ah value. The complexity in modelling cycle degradation 
is further demonstrated by a study in Sweden [44], where the impact of battery current direction (charge or discharge) was tested 
and the cycle degradation is found to be higher when charging at high C rates compared to the equivalent degradation recorded 
when discharging at the same C rate. Alternative cycle degradation models for Li-ion batteries which are based on loss of active 
material or SEI layer growth are discussed in [36].  

The increase in battery series resistance, which results in power-fade, is modelled in [45] as 

 
 

(3) 

 
where a0, a1 are test data coefficients and RINIT is the initial measured series resistance of a fully charged battery. This model 
results in a rapid increase in resistance as the SOC drops below 20%. Combining this model with the impact of high SOC on 
calendar degradation found in [39], minimum battery degradation occurs when the SOC is constrained in a range from 20% to 
80%.   

3. Fuel Cell Vehicle Model  

The challenge vehicle parameters are presented in Table 1. The equations of the FCV model are either published in [1], 
or else extracted by the authors from the Matlab\Simulink model provided by the challenge organisers. The vehicle specification 
is based on the 2009 model of the Tazzari-Zero EV [46], a low-cost commercial FCV. 

Table 1 Vehicle model parameters [1] 

Parameter Symbols Units Value 
Max traction power  kW 15 
Max traction force  Nm 2000 
Vehicle mass m kg 698 
Wheel radius  m 0.2865 
Gear ratio   5.84 
Frontal area                                AF m2 1.942 
Drag coefficient                         CD  0.36 
Rolling Resistance    CRR  0.02 
Fuel cell max power  kW 16 
Fuel cell max current  A 400 
Fuel cell max voltage   V 60 
Fuel cell min voltage   V 40 
Battery capacity         QBAT Ah 40 
Battery max voltage  V 100.8 
Battery min voltage  V 60 

 
The traction force (FT) is based on the vehicle speed and the acceleration requirements of the drive cycle 

  (4) 

 
where the parameters are vehicle mass m (kg), frontal area AF (m2), drag coefficient CD, tire rolling-resistance coefficient CRR, 
vehicle acceleration a (m/s2), air density ρ (1.223 kg/m3), gravity g (9.81 m/s2), road grade α, and the net relative air velocity v 
(m/s) which is the combined vehicle and wind velocities. The regenerative braking distribution force, kD, is a fraction of this 
traction force and it is limited to a maximum of kD=0.5 in this front-wheel drive vehicle (kD=0 represents no regenerative braking 
available).  

The COO costs per drive cycle are calculated based on the fuel and the power source replacement costs presented in Table 
2. These costs are based on US Department of Energy system target costs for 2020. 
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Table 2 Fuel costs and component replacement costs [1] 

Parameter Units Value 
FC replacement cost                   FCcost $ 600 
Battery replacement cost            BATcost $ 640 
H2 fuel cost                                 H2cost $/g 0.0035 

 
The H2 mass flow rate (ṁH2) with units (g/s), is given as a linear equation: 

  (5) 

 
 
where a and b are the experimentally validated coefficients of the FC model, as shown in Table 3, and IFC is the FC output 
current. The FC output voltage, VFC, is modelled using a polynomial relationship to FC output current: 

  (6) 

 
where c, d, e and f are the FC coefficients shown in Table 3. 

Table 3  FC model coefficients [1] 

Coefficient Value 
a 0.52488 
b 15.835 
c -6.7791e-07 
d 0.00044927 
e -0.11913 
f 59.124 

 
The dc-dc boost converter efficiency (ηBOOST) is given as: 

 
 

(7) 

 
                  

 
The degradation of the FC (ΔFC) at time t is a combination of the number of start-stop events NSWITCH and a quadratic function of 
the operational power of the FC:  

 
 

(8) 

 
                

where the operating-power degradation function is: 

 
 

(9) 

  
 
Parameter ΔSWITCH is a start-stop event FC degradation coefficient, δ0 and α are FC operating-power degradation coefficients, 
and all of the coefficient values are provided in Table 4. Parameter PFC-NOM is the nominal power of the FC, which has a specified 
value of 6 kW for this FCV.   

Table 4 FC degradation coefficients [1] 

Coefficient Value 
ΔSWITCH 2.5x10-4 
δ0 0.5x10-4 
α 4 

 
FC degradation has a significant impact on the EMS development and is high for drive cycles with frequent FC start-stop events 
due to the high value of ΔSWITCH. This FC degradation model captures two of the four vehicle operating conditions [31] reported 
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in the literature. The impact of load-cycling and idling are not represented in the model equations. Load-cycling is severely 
restricted by the slow dynamic response of the FC model to avoid this degradation condition. 

Battery degradation (ΔBAT) is determined using the magnitude of the battery current (IBAT), SOC and the battery operational 
state, e.g. discharging (IBAT>0) or charging (IBAT<0). The battery degradation at time t is given as  

 
 

(10) 

 
 

 where                                                                                           

  (11) 

 
 

Parameter QLIFETIME is the effective battery throughput [43]  in ampere-seconds, calculated using the nominal battery capacity 
QBAT of 40 Ah:  

  (12) 

 
 

The degradation component G(IBAT) is dependent on the battery current and is determined using 

for  IBAT > 0  (13) 

 
 

for  IBAT < 0      (14) 

 
  
where IRATED is the rated current of the battery (40A for this vehicle). The ratio IBAT / IRATED is the C rated value of the battery 
current. While the literature identifies temperature as a major battery degradation factor for both calendar and cycle degradation, 
it is not included in this model. Also, analysis of these two degradation model functions (Fig. 2) shows a linear increase with C 

rate and a power law relationship with SOC, with minimum degradation occurring at 100% SOC. This SOC-degradation function 
conflicts with the literature, which shows a high SOC can lead to a high level of degradation [39]. In this vehicle model, operating 
the battery near to 100% SOC will reduce battery degradation costs. This degradation function, when combined with a challenge 
constraint which specified 100% SOC at the end of each drive cycle, greatly influenced the development of an EMS for this 
vehicle. However, this topic  is revisited in Section 6. 
 

 

Fig. 2.  Battery Degradation 

The model recharges the battery using the FC. The recharging cost ($CHG) is calculated for the additional H2 required, FC 
degradation, boost efficiency and battery degradation during the recharge operation. FC degradation costs are higher if the FC is 
off at the end of the drive cycle and must be switched-on again to meet the battery recharge requirement. The vehicle model 
provides two equations to calculate the recharging costs dependent on the FC status (on or off) and the final battery SOC (SOCF) 
at the end of the drive cycle:  
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FC on: 
 

 
(15) 

 
    

FC off: 
 

 

(16) 

 
  
Total drive cycle costs ($TOT) are calculated by converting the degradation values to costs using the component replacement costs 
in Table 2. These costs are then summed with the fuel costs and recharging costs.   

 

 

(17) 

 
The FC model’s dynamic response uses three rate-limiting components connected in series; a 6 A/s current rise limit (FC 

output currents < 150 A), a 20 A/s current rise limit (FC output currents >150 A) and a 15 mHz low-pass filter. The significance 
of this slow FC dynamic response for EMS development is presented in Section 4. 

4. EMS Development Strategy  

The competition organisers provided the vehicle model with a simple rule-based EMS (referred to as the baseline-EMS in 
this paper), which implements thermostat-type control of the FC. The FC starts when the battery SOC drops to 40% and operates 
at the maximum power output until the FC stops at an SOC of 70%. The initial braking strategy sets kD to zero, which implies 
no regenerative braking. Three drive cycles are provided as part of the vehicle simulation model. Two drive cycles are adapted 
versions (max. speed restricted to 85 kmph) of legislative vehicle test cycles: New European Drive cycle (NEDC) and the class 
2 version of the Worldwide-harmonised Light-vehicle Test Cycle (WLTC).  A third drive cycle (Urban) is based on a short (380 
s) recorded journey by the University of Lille in a Tazzari-Zero vehicle. The challenge organisers used a fourth drive cycle 
(referred to as VTSTC in this paper), with a 2590 s duration, to score any EMS developed by the 2017 challenge participants.    

As the duration of the challenge drive cycle is unknown, model-based optimisation techniques such as DP and PMP could 
not be implemented for EMS development. Instead the approach followed is similar to ECMS, except that equivalent costs rather 
than equivalent fuel consumption are modelled. Each power source, FC and battery, was analysed in terms of the costs to provide 
1 kWh to the input of the traction drive on the dc link.  

The cost map ($/kWh) for the FC is developed using Matlab arrays as follows: a FC power-output relationship with IFC is 
established when (6) is multiplied by a 0-400 A range of IFC values. Equation (5) establishes the H2 consumption at each power 
level, which can then be normalised to a fuel cost per kW at the FC output. FC  degradation costs for each power level (neglecting 
the FC start-stop degradation costs) can be calculated using (9) and combined with the fuel costs. The boost converter efficiency 
(7) is applied to the combined costs at the FC output terminals in order to determine the cost per kWh at the dc link,. These 
calculations are summarised in a FC cost map at various IFC values in Fig. 3. The optimised FC operating power level is impacted 
by both the boost converter efficiency and the FC degradation. When only fuel costs are considered, the optimised FC operating-
level is at 244 A (11.46 kW) with a resulting cost per kWh of $0.237, shown as OPT 1 in Fig. 3.  When the FC degradation costs 
are included, the optimum operating-level shifts down to 184 A (8.87 kW) and the cost rises to $0.249 /kWh, shown as OPT 2 
in Fig. 3. Finally, when the boost converter efficiency is also considered, the optimum operating-level reduces further to 172 A 
(8.34 kW) and results in a cost of $0.263 /kWh, shown as OPT 3 in Fig. 3. This analysis identifies a single optimum point and 
also shows the low variation in FC costs (less than $0.01/kWh) in the IFC range of 105 A (5.2 kW) to 275 A (12.5 kW), suggesting 
that a wide operating range is possible for the FC without incurring significant COO costs. The cost associated with FC 
degradation for each stop-start event is calculated using the FC replacement cost (Table 2) and the degradation coefficient ΔSWITCH 
(Table 3). The high cost of $0.15 per event advocates that the developed EMS must minimise the number of FC start-stop events 
in each drive cycle.  
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Fig. 3.  FC offline-optimisation to provide 1 kWh at dc link 

In this FCV, the battery energy can only be recharged by the FC or by regenerative braking. For FC-supplied battery 
energy, the total costs for the battery to resupply 1 kWh of this stored energy back to the dc link, would be the combination of 
the recharge cost plus the discharge costs.  The recharge cost is the sum of the previously calculated FC costs, internal energy 
loss in the series resistance, and the battery degradation costs during recharging. The discharge cost is the combined series-
resistance energy loss costs and the battery degradation costs during discharge. As the battery degradation costs are dependent 
on both the SOC and the battery current direction (charging or discharging), a cost map for the battery has many dimensions 
which also depend on the rates of charging and discharging. In order to simplify the cost calculation, the same current value is 
assumed for both charge and discharge battery currents. Using equations (10-14), a cost-map for 1 kWh provided by the battery 
at the dc link is shown in Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4.  Battery offline-optimisation per kWh at dc link 

The map shows that battery operation at low SOC levels results in higher costs. When Fig. 4 is compared to Fig. 3 it is 
apparent that battery-only operation for this FCV would result in significantly higher COO costs than FC-only operation. This 
cost map also identifies the FC output power required to minimise the recharging costs based on the battery SOC value. 

Assuming steady-state operation, the offline equivalent-cost optimisation of the power sources (Fig. 3 and 4) suggests 
that FC-only operation should achieve minimum drive cycle costs. An EMS to achieve FC-only operation is a load-following 
strategy where the traction power demand at the dc link, PDRIVE (shown in Fig.1), is converted to a FC current demand IFC. This 
type of load-following strategy is possible with some advanced designs of FCV, such as the Toyota Mirai [7]. However, the 
dynamic response of the FC stack in the challenge vehicle, is considerably slower than the dynamic power rates required by the 
traction drive.  

Optimisation which includes component dynamic performance constraints is beyond the scope of this study, but 
experimentation using the Matlab-Simulink model provided useful insights into what might be achieved. For example, when a 
simple load-following EMS was developed for the FCV, the results in Fig. 5 show that the FC is unable to track the traction 
power requirement. As the challenge did not allow participants to change the dynamic response, battery operation is required for 
the vehicle during acceleration and braking in each drive cycle. As the battery is directly connected to the dc link, an EMS has 
only limited control on the instantaneous battery power (and current) levels. Fig. 5 also clarifies that the traction power 
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requirements during acceleration are higher than the 16 kW available from the FC which also leads to a battery power requirement 
for peak traction loads. 

Further experimentation with the vehicle model illustrates that the required traction energy, measured at the input of the 
traction drive (PDRIVE), is independent of the battery voltage value. With full regenerative braking (kD=0.5), the traction energy 
requirement at the dc link is 2% lower for the NEDC and WLTC drives cycles, and is 11% lower on the Urban drive cycle. Using 
the baseline-EMS, model simulations show that the degradation costs for one FC start-stop event represents up to 24% of the 
COO costs for an Urban drive cycle. 
 

 
Fig. 5.   FC dynamic response using load-following EMS 

The combination of the equivalent-cost analysis of the power sources and the experimentation with the vehicle model 
resulted in a set of optimising vehicle operating conditions which were used to develop a rule-based EMS. These conditions are 
as follows: 

(i) Minimise the FC start-stop events per drive cycle to one event. 
(ii) Maintain the battery SOC close to 100 % while ensuring the FC is not turned off (FC is turned off if the battery SOC 

reaches 100% or the FC output current drops below 10mA). 
(iii) Operate the FC close to its optimum power level for minimum COO costs (PFC-OPT3 =8.34 kW or IFC-OPT3 =172 A). 
(iv) Reduce the traction energy requirement for H2 fuel by maximising the recovered energy using a high regenerative 

braking distribution factor, kD=0.5. 
(v) Prioritise FC output over battery output for increasing traction power demands due to the lower equivalent costs 

associated with the FC power source.   
In order to simultaneously meet the requirements of conditions (i) to (iv) with the slow power dynamics of a power plant, such 
as the FC, a safety margin must be incorporated into the EMS. Restricting the FC start-up until the battery SOC has dropped 
from 100% to 95% SOC provides a 5% SOC margin before the FC will be turned off again. Condition (i) can be achieved by 
linearly decreasing the FC power output as the battery approaches 100% so that FC turn-off conditions are not reached before 
the end of the drive cycle. A linearly-decreasing regenerative braking distribution factor kD is applied when the battery SOC is 
higher than 98%. This prevents a regenerative braking event from recharging the battery to 100% which would result in the FC 
turning off. Condition (v) can be implemented by comparing the FC power output (PFC) with the traction drive power PDRIVE: if 
the PDRIVE requirement increases, then PFC is proportionally increased in response to the increasing traction demand. The EMS 
structure described can be implemented with the following six rules: 
 

Rule 1: FC turned on when SOC<95% 
Rule 2: SOC<95%, FC = PFC-OPT3 
Rule 3: SOC>95%, FC = kP x IFC-OPT3  
Rule 4: SOC<95%, PDRIVE> PFC-OPT3, FC=(1+ksus) x IFC-OPT3 
Rule 5: SOC<98%, kD = 0.5 
Rule 6: SOC>98%, kD  = kR x 0.5 
where kP, ksus and kR are linearly decreasing proportional gains (equations supplied in Section 5). 

5. Results for New Optimised Challenge EMS 

The newly developed EMS, EMS-1 is shown in Fig. 6 and is a simplified version of the three previous EMS proposed by 
the authors for this vehicle [47]. The regenerative braking elements of the strategy (rules 5 and 6) are not shown in Fig. 6.  

.   
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Fig. 6.   Simulink model implementation of EMS-1 

The FC current demand, ifc_ref, is zero until the FC is enabled. The FC turns on when the battery SOC drops to 95%. The 
battery recharging current demand is initially determined by converting the starting battery Ah value to an Ampere-second (As) 
value and this demand is updated each second using the Coulomb counting method as the vehicle completes the drive cycle. The 
maximum recharge current is set to the optimum FC current level of 172A. At 95 % SOC and above, a proportion gain (kP) 
automatically reduces the current demand below the maximum as given by 

  (18) 

 
 

If the battery SOC is below 95%, the FC will operate at its optimum power level of 8.34 kW (172A) and primarily supply 
the traction drive requirement, PDRIVE. Any surplus power will recharge the battery. The remaining components in EMS-1 only 
become operational when PDRIVE exceeds ηBOOST x 8.34 kW. In this condition, the FC power reaching the dc link is less than the 
traction drive power requirement, so the FC power is raised by calculating the power increase needed. This power increase is 
converted to a current-sustaining-demand value using a proportional gain (kSUS) value given by;  

  (19) 

 
where IFCMAX and  PFCMAX are the FC maximum current of 400A and power of 16 kW, respectively . 

 
The regenerative braking strategy keeps kD constant at 0.5 (Rule 5) and linearly reduces this factor using a proportional 

gain (kR) when the battery SOC exceeds 98%. 

  (20) 

                          
 

As per Rule 4, the sustaining circuit is only active while the SOC is less than 95%. The net effect of switching off the 
sustaining circuit and proportionally decreasing the battery recharge current demand, is that the charge-sustaining battery control 
keeps the SOC in the region of 97% (Fig. 7).  

In the VTS challenge, the level of optimisation achieved by an EMS is evaluated by the minimisation of the COO costs 
over a drive cycle. For the VTSTC drive cycle, a benchmark cost of $1.612 was established by the challenge organisers using DP 
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optimisation.  The proposed rule-based strategy, EMS-1, achieves a COO of $1.592 in the VTSTC drive cycle. This is a 2% 
improvement on the challenge winner costs of $1.624 and a 1% improvement on the benchmark DP optimisation costs.  

 
Fig. 7.   (a) SOC using EMS-1,        (b) IFC using EMS-1 

The proposed EMS was also evaluated for the three other drive cycles provided with the challenge model. A comparison 
with the baseline-EMS performance in terms of COO costs and the impact on power source lifetimes are detailed in Table 5. In 
these evaluations, the vehicle starts the drive cycle with a battery at an initial SOC of 70%. The impact of this starting condition 
is that each drive cycle will have fixed recharging costs associated with the challenge requirement that the battery must be fully 
recharged at the end of a drive cycle. The recharging fixed costs include the H2 fuel costs, the FC degradation cost for a start-
stop event, as well as FC and battery operational degradation costs. For each drive cycle the energy required at the traction drive 
input can also be regarded as a fixed cost as an EMS cannot change this traction energy demand. The approximated fixed cost 
for the traction energy in Table 5, is calculated by assuming PDRIVE is to be provided only by the FC, operating at maximum 
efficiency ($0.2635 per kWh) and the battery discharge degradation costs are assumed to be zero. 

Optimisation of the power sources using either model-based or rule-based EMS cannot achieve COO costs that are lower 
than the fixed drive cycle related costs. The results of simulations with the EMS-1 strategy show that COO costs are within 4% 
of these fixed costs. The EMS-1 strategy decreases COO costs by up to 29.5% when compared to the baseline-EMS for the 
WLTC drive cycle.  

  

Table 5 Simulation results and fixed cost analysis 

 Urban NEDC WLTC 
DC bus Traction Energy          [Wh] 576 1610 2098 
Min cost of Traction Energy        [$]   0.152 0.424 0.553 
FC start-stop degradation cost      [$] 0.15 0.15 0.15 
Battery recharge cost  (70% SoC)             0.298 0.298 0.298 

Total fixed drive cycle costs  [$] 0.60 0.872 1.001 
Drive cycle costs(baseline-EMS)[$] 0.74 1.09 1.46 
Drive cycle costs (EMS-1)             [$] 0.625 0.897 1.029 

Cost reduction using EMS-1  15.5% 17.6% 29.5% 
FC lifetime (baseline-EMS)        [h] N\A* 1104 1205 
FC lifetime (EMS-1)                   [h] 394 1196 1441 
Battery lifetime(baseline-EMS)  [h] 1369 2532 1801 
Battery lifetime (EMS-1)              [h] 2305 6031 6860 
* FC not operating in this drive cycle using baseline-EMS 

 
Strategies can also be evaluated in terms of their impacts on power source lifetimes. EMS-1 improves the lifetime of both 

the FC and the battery. The FC operating times are shorter with the baseline-EMS but the higher power levels lead to higher 
levels of FC degradation and a lower FC lifetime. On the VTSTC, EMS-1 results in a FC lifetime of 2299 hours and a battery 
lifetime of 5465 hours. These are comparable to the DP optimised lifetime values of 2447 hours for the FC and 4703 hours for 
the battery. 

6. Toyota Mirai Analysis and Model Modifications. 

State-of-art mass produced FCV designs include the Honda FCX Clarity [48], the Toyota Mirai [49], and the Hyundai 
Nexo [50]. Their power-source ratings differ from many of the low-power FC vehicles tested in EMS development studies. The 
commercial FCV models are equipped with high power FC stacks (from 95 kW for the Nexo to 114 kW for the Mirai) to match 
the peak-power requirements of the vehicles. They also have advanced FC stack and BOP designs to improve gas flows and 
humidity controls, which result in higher dynamic power rates from the FC stack while significantly reducing the impacts of FC 
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degradation [51]. For cost reasons, FCV designs have the same powertrain configuration as existing high-volume HEV 
configurations, with the ICE and transmission system being replaced by a FC stack [52].  The EMS for these vehicles are not 
published in the literature but the basic rules of the operating strategy for the Toyota Mirai can be deduced from the tests carried 
out by ANL [8]. The condition for FC turn-on is when the DC bus power demand exceeds 5kW. During normal driving conditions, 
the EMS controls the FC with a load-following strategy.  During braking and when idling, the FC is turned off. As Toyota offer 
an 8 year /100,000 miles warranty for the Mirai, their EMS suggests that they have significantly reduced the FC degradation 
impacts associated with load-cycling and start-stop events using new stack and BOP designs.  

The FC system efficiency (the system includes the FC water pump, compressor, H2 pump and the boost converter) has a 
peak efficient of 63.7% at low output powers (approx. 10 kW). This is consistent with vehicle power requirements for most drive 
cycles. FC degradation at high-power output is reduced by folding-back the peak FC power output after a period of approx. 30 
s. The EMS maintains the battery SOC at a constant level of approx. 60%. This charge-sustaining level is consistent with the 
literature on battery degradation which identifies operating with a low-SOC (20%) or with a high-SOC (80%) as increasing the 
rate of battery degradation. 

In this section, the FCV model is compared to the Mirai. The battery degradation equation (11) is replaced with an equation 
which is compatible with the Li-ion degradation mechanisms found in the literature and which reflects battery operation in typical 
HEV designs. The developed strategy, EMS-1, is modified to include the new battery degradation equation. The FC voltage and 
mass flow equations are modified to achieve the higher efficiency of the Toyota Mirai FC stack. This new FC model is tested 
with the EMS-1 strategy.  

  
6.1. Charge-sustaining at 60% SOC 

In order to optimise the COO over a drive cycle, the challenge FCV battery degradation model, as specified by (11), 
constrains EMS development to strategies with the battery operating at close to 100 % SOC. A proposed alternative degradation 
model is specified in equation (21) and is plotted with the original degradation model in Fig. 8.  

 
 

(21) 

 
 

 

Fig. 8.  Battery degradation equation comparison 

This bathtub-curve-shaped model optimises battery operating in the range of 50 % to 80 % SOC. Modification of EMS-1 
to minimise COO cost by applying this new battery degradation model involved changing; (i) FC turn-on from 95 % to 60 % 
SOC, (ii) sustaining circuit disable point from above 95 % SOC to above 60 % SOC, and (iii) the battery recharge current demand 
function to specify a linearly decreasing demand from optimum FC current to zero in the 5 % SOC region above the target SOC 
value (60 % in our tests). Implementation of these three parameter value changes achieved nearly identical VTSTC drive cycle 
combined costs for fuel, battery degradation and FC degradation as had been achieved when operating at a charge-sustaining 
level of 95 %  SOC. The new COO cost for the VTSTC, without a recharge to 100 % requirement, was $1.592 with an average 
battery SOC of 60 %, compared to $1.586 for EMS-1 with an average battery SOC of 95%. The modified vehicle model allowed 
optimising strategies over a wider, more typical, range of battery SOC values. 
 

6.2. Scaling the Mirai FC Stack 
A scaled version of the Mirai FC stack is modelled by modifying equation (6) to reflect the improved current density of 

the Mirai FC [7] and the resulting FC polarisation curve is given by equation (22). The Toyota Mirai system efficiency test data 
in [8] can be used to derive a new FC mass flow equation (23).  

  (22) 
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(23) 

 
     

 
The new FC polarisation curve coefficient values and the mass flow coefficients are specified in Table 6.  
 

Table 6  New FC model coefficients based on Toyota Mirai 

Coefficient Value 
a 0.0005 
b 0.4284 
c 60 
d 0.75 
e 0.0172 

 
Offline optimisation of the new FC model shows optimum FC efficiency occurs at 88A (4.87 kW). Using both the new 

FC model and incorporating the new optimum FC current into EMS-1, the combined costs for the VTSTC drive cycle were 
reduced from $1.59 to $1.19. The dynamic rate limits on the FC model had to be substantially increased to simulate the new 
model with the load-following strategy of the Mirai. The results for this strategy show a slight reduction in cost to $1.17. With 
both the EMS-1 and the load-following strategies, fuel consumption is the same but the load-following strategy reduced the 
degradation of the battery and increased the FC degradation. 

7. PFCV Cost Analysis 

Short Urban drive cycles lead to reduced FC lifetimes and have high fixed costs from FC degradation. The cost per 
kilometre ($/km), as shown in Table 7, reduces with increased drive cycle distance.  
 

Table 7   Simulation results in $ per km 

 Urban NEDC WLTC VTSTC 
Distance                       [km] 3.47 10.66 14.66 36.79 
Cost  (baseline-EMS)   [$/km)] 0.113 0.076 0.069 0.074 
Cost  (EMS-1)              [$/km)]          0.097 0.059 0.052 0.043 
     

While the large 3.2 kWh battery in the FCV has sufficient capacity to complete short drive cycles in battery-only mode, 
there is no cost-advantage as the FC is the only battery recharging source. An alternative PFCV configuration is proposed which 
incorporates an on-board battery charger, similar to the 3-6 kW chargers found in battery electric vehicles. Research by [53] 
argues that a PFCV design would also reduce driver anxiety associated with a single fuel-source vehicle. 

The offline analysis to calculate an equivalent cost to provide 1 kWh to the dc link from a battery which is charged from 
an external supply, must include the local electrical tariffs, charger efficiency and battery degradation costs during discharging 
and charging. Electricity tariffs are highly dependent on regional factors and range from $0.10 to $0.33 per kWh (USA average 
$0.21 /kWh and UK average $0.22 /kWh) [54]. An analysis of battery charging test data for the Nissan LEAF (2013 model) 
show the average charging efficiency is 89 % when recharging the battery at power levels from 3 kW to 6 kW [55]. The charging 
battery degradation costs calculated using (10,12,14,21) are shown in Fig. 9. Using the new battery degradation model, battery 
discharge gradation costs can be minimised by restricting the battery-only (charge-depletion) operation of the vehicle to SOC 

   2
2 2.7529 0.08988 / 60H FC FCm a I b I
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values in the range of 50 % to 80 %. Assuming an on-board charger power rating of 4 kW and the specified battery-only SOC 
range, the average battery charging degradation cost is approximately $0.0225/kWh. 

This PFCV model configuration, with the initial SOC set to 80 %, costs $0.075 /km for the Urban drive cycle, assuming 
the highest electrical utility tariff of $0.33/kWh. This is a cost reduction of 22 % compared to the FCV operated using EMS-1 
for the Urban drive cycle. At the end of the drive cycle, the battery DOD is only 20 %. 

 

Fig. 9.  Battery charge degradation costs per kWh 

Over the longer NEDC drive cycle, the PFCV model cannot achieve battery-only operation within the 50-80% SOC range 
as the longer distance would result in a DOD of 55%. Operating initially on battery-only until the DOD is 30 % and then switching 
to a charge-sustaining strategy, a cost reduction (compared to EMS-1 costs) is only achieved if the electrical tariff is less than 
$0.31/kWh. Further analysis and simulations of the PFCV model with the specified 3.2 kWh battery, show that COO costs are 
optimised if an on-board charger recharges the battery from an external supply for all journeys with distances up to 10 km. The 
PFCV strategy impacts the lifetime of both power sources. Battery lifetime in the PFCV is shorter than in the FCV due to the 
increase in battery power needed to complete journeys. The calculated battery lifetime for Urban drive cycles is 2182 h, while 
NEDC type drive cycles achieve battery lifetimes of 2665 h. The advantage of the PFCV model is seen in increased FC lifetime 
for Urban drive cycles, from 394 h (using EMS-1 in the FCV) to 1200 h in the PFCV. 

8. Conclusions 

This paper reports on the development of an EMS for a fuel cell-battery HEV to meet the requirements of the 2017 VTS challenge. 
The developed EMS, (EMS-1), for low traction power, operates the FC at a maximum efficiency power level to provide the 
average traction power and any surplus FC power is used to recharge the battery. For higher traction powers, EMS-1 implements 
a battery charge-sustaining strategy which allows the FC power output to increase linearly with traction power. The rule-based 
strategy is developed using offline optimisation in Matlab. EMS-1 achieves a drive cycle cost that is 2% lower than the winning 
challenge strategy while achieving prolonged lifetimes for both the FC and the battery. 

The competition model is then modified to reflect the 2015 Toyota Mirai FCV, and a new battery degradation model is 
proposed for the vehicle which allows a charge-sustaining strategy at the battery SOC level commonly used in HEV and FCV 
designs.  

Finally, the high cost for short drive cycles is addressed by proposing a PFCV design which reduces battery-only operation 
costs by recharging from a utility supply.  
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